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Graphic Node Launches a Non-Profit Set of Templates for Mail
Published on 04/18/13
Graphic Node, a graphic design company that specializes in creating themes, templates, and
illustrations for Mac OS X, has announced another addition to its product range, with a
twist. All proceeds from the Mix Mail 1.0 collection will be donated to My Square charity
that works to help underprivileged families in Lithuania. Mix Mail supplies users with an
extensive collection of design choices for putting their emails together.
Sakiai, Lithuania - Graphic Node, a graphic design company that specializes in creating
themes, templates, and illustrations for Mac OS X, has announced another addition to its
product range, with a twist. All proceeds from the Mix Mail 1.0 collection will be donated
to My Square charity that works to help underprivileged families in Lithuania.
"We have been standing by My Square's team since the word go," said Jolita Unguvaitiene,
the general manager of Graphic Node. "These guys have done some amazing things even
though
they have only been active for less than a year. Therefore, the decision to dedicate an
app for the benefit of My Square and its good deeds just came naturally."
Mix Mail supplies users with an extensive collection of design choices for putting their
emails together. All 120 available templates are divided into five categories: Basic,
Daily, Greetings, Invitations, and Travel. Most of the templates contain multiple color
schemes or design variations, offering an impressive selection for every occasion.
System Requirements:
* Requires Mac OS X 10.6.6 or later
* Apple iWork 08 or later
* 49.2 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Mix Mail 1.0 is $4.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide through the Mac App Store in the Productivity category. It is also available on
Graphic Node's website. The design samples are available on Graphic Node's website.
Graphic Node:
http://graphicnode.com/
My Square:
http://skveras.com/
Mix Mail 1.0:
http://graphicnode.com/products/non-profit/
Download from Mac App Store:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mix-mail/id632612692?mt=12
Screenshot:
http://a1726.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/095/Purple2/v4/14/d0/7f/14d07fa0-f5afac61-20b7-51d713e04467/mzl.zqjxvcmz.800x500-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/112/Purple2/v4/2a/59/87/2a5987c0-b8f2-ce08-1899-4adcf3083
392/mix_mail.175x175-75.png

Graphic Node is a graphic design company based in Lithuania. It is committed to creating
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exceptional templates and themes for the Mac OS X community. It launched in 2011 and now
offers an extensive choose of beautifully crated themes for iWork, iWeb and other
applications. The small team of dedicated professionals at Graphic Node works hard to
ensure the consistent quality of their products and maintains a constant focus on their
users. Copyright 2011-2012 Graphic Node. All Rights Reserved. Apple and the Apple logo are
registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U. S and/or other countries.
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